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Synopsis 

Twin brothers are reunited after separation as 

children.  They find that they share a great 

deal, including attraction to the same woman 

and strange dreams from their past.  Each 

member of the family has something to hide 

and events from the past haunt their present, 

unrecognised.  Past mistakes are unconfessed 

and unforgiven. Each family member tells their 

own story and the reader gradually pieces 

together the tragic story of why this family 

unit has been torn violently apart.  

 

Blurb 
When separated baby twins Leo and Trevor are reunited 27 years 

later, it’s a cause of celebration. That is until Leo accuses his 

brother of sleeping with his woman. Now they are brothers at arms. 

Only their newly found mother can stop them ripping each other to 

bits. But HER big secret is that one of them has to die. 

The book contains some violent scenes which 

readers may find upsetting. 

 

Readability   
10/11 Level E3 
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Patrick Augustus 

Patrick Augustus is British-born, of Jamaican parents. 

The Babyfather Alliance also hosts 

workshops that facilitate education and 

social mobility tutorials for disaffected 

young people. 

 

Patrick Augustus is also a steelpan 

musician. Known as ‘the Panafricanist’, he 

tours with his band, Elements. Other 

musical activities include acting as host for 

VIBE, a new television music magazine 

programme soon to be broadcast on ACTV 

 

He is also Editor of blink.org., an 

independent web-based community 

interactive site for black communities. 

 

His other books include When a Man Loves a 

Woman (1995), a Black romance set in South 

London and Babyfather, a series of books 

providing an observation of the modern black 

man influenced by his relationships with 

women, by way of charting the adventures of 

four black men. He is currently working on a 

children’s novel. He is published by The X 

Press, a leading European publisher of Black 

interest books. 

 

Babyfather was turned into a successful series 

of BBC TV programmes. Following this 

success, Patrick Augustus set up the 

Babyfather Alliance linked with Barnardo’s to 

encourage responsible parenting among black 

males in the UK, and in particular among 

those who were separated from their children. 

 

Patrick Augustus says of his partnership with 

Barnardos: ‘Being a father of five myself, I 

was aware of the issues surrounding 

parenting within the black community. I set 

up the BFA to raise the awareness of absent 

fathers within the family unit by offering 

advice and support. Having seen the work of 

Barnardo’s we could use our joint knowledge 

and experience to address one of the most 

serious issues within the black community.’ 
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Purpose 

 

  To explore the ways that an author develops the plot of a story. 

 

Resources 

 

Handout 1: Leo’s story (extract from Chapter 1 of Don’t Make 

Me Laugh) 

Pens, paper, flipchart. 
 

 

Activity 

 

This story is not told as a straightforward chronicle.The very first 

sentence of the book tells us what it is about: Leo’s brother Trevor 

has slept with Leo’s wife and Leo is angry. 

 

By the end of the first chapter, although we have met hardly any of 

the characters, we almost feel we know what is going to happen to 

them. 

 

Ask the group to read Handout 1, an excerpt from the first chapter – 

or read it to them. At the end of it, what do we know about the two 

men, particularly about their personalities and their relationship to 

one another? How do the group think the story will develop? Ask them 

to cite the evidence in the text to support their answers. 

 

Leo and Trevor are twins. The chapter makes several references to 

this fact. Ask the group to find phrases that refer to this relationship 

and to identify some of the ways in which Leo highlights the 

similarities and differences between himself and his brother. 
 

 

Reflection 

 

Do the group think that the fact that they are twins makes any 

difference to the story? Can they find any clues in Leo’s remarks to 

aspects of the story we should be looking out for? Ask for specific 

examples. Note these on the flipchart and ask readers to check them 

out as they read. 

 

Ask members of the group individually to draft a skeleton plot for the 

book based on what they have learnt so far. 

 

Development 

 

When everyone has finished reading the book, they can look back and 

consider how much of the story the author really introduced in these 

first few pages. Refer to the phrases in the text that suggested what 

would happen. 

 

They can also re-visit their skeleton plots and see how much of their 

predictions were correct. 

 

What happens next? 
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Purpose 

 

 To introduce readers to the idea that there are different ways to  

tell a story. 

 

 To help readers to get to know the characters and anticipate 

what will happen to them. 
 

 

Resources 

 

Copies of Don’t Make Me Laugh 

Handout 2: The jigsaw 

Pens, paper 
 

 

Activity 

 

Each character in this book has a different ‘take’ on the story and 

sees events in a different light. This activity aims to help the reader 

to understand how the author develops the plot through these 

characters and builds suspense, keeping the reader guessing all the 

way through the book. 

 

In Activity 1, we were introduced to the story from Leo’s perspective. 

In this activity, we are given a taste of each of the other four 

characters’ stories. The readers are asked to consider two main 

questions here:  What is gained by telling the story in this way? 

Does the telling affect how we take sides in the argument? 

 

Ask five small groups to read the specific chapters that deal with one 

of the five characters – Leo, Trevor, the wife, the mother or Harry. 

Distribute appropriate versions of Handout 2, ‘The jigsaw’, to each 

group. Ask readers, individually, to make notes about what they 

learn from their character and to decide what the story is about. 

Suggest readers then share their ideas within their small group. 

They can complete their piece of the jigsaw by telling their 

character’s story on the handout in their own words, pooling their 

ideas.  

 

Finally, each sub-group will need to share their character’s story with 

the others in order to complete the jigsaw and enable the whole 

story to emerge.  

 

The group can then discuss the following questions, based on their 

findings: 

Have their ideas about what has happened changed based on the 

new insights they have received from this exercise? Have they 

changed their ideas about what is going to happen in the rest of the 

story? 

 
continued  
 

Pieces of the jigsaw 
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Activity continued 

 

Compare this final version to the first thoughts originally noted in 

Activity 1 and in the earlier one-sided versions developed above. How 

do they differ? 

 

If they haven’t done so already, everyone should read the complete 

book before proceeding to the following development activities. 

 

 

Reflection 

 

As each character enters the story, we get new information about the 

same events, so that we build up a fuller picture of what has 

happened.  As well as providing new facts, each character offers a 

new perspective on these facts. 

 

How do these different perspectives influence the reader’s own 

interpretation of what has happened?  Do we change sides as we learn 

more of the story, or does our allegiance remain with Leo? 

Are all the characters equally reliable?  How do we know which version 

to believe? 

Ask readers to justify their responses to these questions within the 

text. 

 

Do the group think this was an effective way to tell the story?  What 

was gained – or lost – by telling it this way? 
 

 

Development 

 

By the end of the book, the reader knows more about the real story 

than any of the characters do.   

 

In each case, the knowledge of perhaps only one additional fact might 

have altered their lives and the subsequent story might have been 

totally different. 

 

Ask readers to select one character who they would like to enlighten 

in this way and to decide which character should tell them. Ask them 

to write a letter from the one to the other explaining the ‘missing link’ 

in their story.   

 

A further development of this activity might be to suggest an 

alternative ending once this piece of information has been shared.  
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Purpose 

 

 To explore the way that an author uses language to support 

characterisation and take the story forward. 
 

 

Resources 

 

Copies of Don’t Make Me Laugh 

Pens, paper 
 

 

Activity 

 

The language in this book is both colloquial and violent. Each character 

contributes to the story by speaking directly to the reader in his or her 

own words.  

 

The following series of questions should be posed when everyone has 

finished reading the book. 
 

   Why does the author represent his characters in this way? 

   Do all the characters speak the same way? 

   Is their style of speech familiar? 

   What picture do you get of each of them by listening to them speak? 

 

Reflection 

 

Leo and Trevor are twins, but they are also presented as opposites: the 

good cop and the bad ex-con; the faithful husband, the wife-stealer. 

Both men are obsessed with this tension between their similarity and 

their difference.  

 

In what ways do the readers see the brothers as the same and in what 

ways are they different? Without the chapter titles, would we hear 

different voices in the telling of Leo’s and Trevor’s stories? Ask the group 

to find passages in the two men’s stories that support their responses. 
 

 

Development 

 

Would the power of the story change if the story were told in the third 

person by a narrator? Would the language be less violent? If so, what 

would be lost or gained? 
 

Watch your language 
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Extract from Chapter 1: Leo’s story 

 

MY BROTHER GOT OFF WITH MY WIFE. He thinks I don’t know, but I do. He thinks 

he’s got away with it. But he hasn’t. You wait and see. You can’t have it off with your 

brother’s wife and escape with no trouble. Stuff like that bites you back. It’s called 

karma. If you spit in the sky it will fall in your eye. No doubt. 

 

My brother Trevor had it off with my wife but you wouldn’t think it to hear him 

singing…. 

 

Like he hasn’t got a care in the world. Like I’m not standing next to him with a razor in 

my pocket and murder on my mind. I’m going to slit his throat. 

 

We turn the turnstiles at White Hart Lane with thousands of other football fans… 

 

He’s jumping up and down and slapping me on my back. Like me and him are friends. 

We might be brothers, but I’m no friend of Trevor’s. Love and hate can never be 

friends. Trevor may be my brother, but I’m still going to cut off his balls. 

 

You see Trevor’s not just my brother, he’s my twin. We’re supposed to be tight. Like 

glue. From head to toe. Dusk till dawn. Cradle to grave. Same blood, same heart. One 

love. Till death do us part. We should be feeling each other. Fighting for each other. 

Beef with Trevor should be beef with me. 

 

We’re supposed to be peas in a pod. He’s my other half. We’re a matching pair. Same 

difference. Except we’re not. We’re opposites. He’s black and I’m white. He’s in the 

wrong and I’m in the right. He’s a dead man. 

 

’We’re gonna win the cup, Leo. Can you believe it….’ 

 

I stare at Trevor without blinking. He’s right. We’ve had a brilliant season. The best 

ever. But I’m not cheering and I don’t feel like talking. I’m killing time. 

 

Once I would have killed for Trevor. I had a lot of love for him. That’s how it is when 

you find your other half. You’re strong. Like nothing could ever go wrong. Then your 

other half kicks you in the groin, whacks you across the bridge of the nose with a 

baseball bat and stabs you in the heart. That’s how it feels. All because of my brother. 

 

Out of all the women in the world he couldn’t stop himself from having sex with my 

wife. 

 

We ought to be partners not rivals. Trevor and me. We should have been watching out 

for each other. We could have achieved so much between us. There’s so much to say 

still not said. So much love still not loved. I would have gone to hell for him. Now, I 

just want to send him there. 
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Useful websites 

To find out more about Patrick Augustus and his activities, 

visit these websites: 

 

www.patrickaugustus.com 

www.blink.org.uk 

www.express.co.uk 

www.barnardos.org.uk/babyfather 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/cgi-bin/education/betsie/parseer.pl 

 
Other possible activities 

Readers might like to conduct debates on some of the 

issues raised by the book, e.g. nature versus nurture; 

parenting – right or responsibility?; twins – best treated 

alike or differently? 

Further development 
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More reading 

March title    Author   ISBN 

The Thief     Ruth Rendell  0091796865 

Woman Walks into a Bar  Rowan Coleman  0099492288 

Blackwater     Conn Iggulden   0091907039 

Star Sullivan     Maeve Binchy  0752879545 

Hell Island     Matthew Reilly  0330442325 

The Book Boy    Joanna Trollope  0747582114 

Don’t make me Laugh    Patrick Augustus  1902934466 

Someone Like Me   Tom Holt   1841494461 

Screw It, Let’s Do It   Richard Branson  0753510995 

How to change your life in 7 steps  John Bird   0091907039 

Chickenfeed     Minette Walters  0330440314 

The Team    Mick Dennis with  0552153729 

    the Premier League 

 

May title     Author   ISBN 

Danny Wallace and the  Danny Wallace  0091908949 

Centre of the Universe   

Desert Claw   Damien Lewis  0099493535 

Cleanskin    Val McDermid  0007216726 

Name You Once Gave Me  Mike Phillips  0007216718 

Grey Man    Andy McNab  0552154334 

I Am a Dalek   Gareth Roberts/Dr Who 0563486481 

Poison in the Blood   Tom Holland  0349119643 

I Love Football   Hunter Davies  0755314700 

Winner Takes All   John Francome  0755329481 

The Dying Wish   Courttia Newland  0349119635 

Secrets    Lynne Barrett-Lee  1905170300 

The Corpse’s Tale   Katherine John  1905170319 

See www.quickreads.org.uk for information on these and future Quick Reads 

 

See First Choice library booklist at www.firstchoicebooks.org.uk for mainstream 

books selected against criteria for their suitability for emergent readers 

 

Audio version of the Quick Reads are available from W F Howes Ltd as part 

of their Clipper Emergent Reader programmes (www.wfhowes.co.uk/cerp/)  

 

Other publications for emergent readers include those from Sandstone Press 

(www.sandstonepress.com) and New Island’s Open Door series (www.newisland.ie) 
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Adult Core Curriculum References 

 

Pieces of the 

jigsaw 
 

Rt/E3.1, .2, .4, .7, .8  

Rt/L1.1, .2, .3, .5 

Wt/E3.1–4   

Wt/L1.1–6 

Ws/E3.1–3   

Ws/L1.1–3 

Ww/E3.3   

Ww/L1.2 

 

Speaking and Listening 

SLlr/E3.1–6  

SLlr/L1.1–6 

SLc/E3.1–4  

SLc/L1.1–4 

SLd/E3.1–3  

SLd/L1.1–3 

What happens 

next? 
Rt/E3.1, .2, .4, .7, .8  

Rt/L1.1, .2, .3, .5 

Wt/E3.1  

Wt/L1.1 

 

Speaking and Listening 

SLlr/E3.1–6  

SLlr/L1.1–6 

SLc/E3.1–4  

SLc/L1.1–4 

SLd/E3.1–3  

SLd/L1.1–3 

 

Watch your 

language 
 

Rt/E3.1, .2, .4, .7, .8  

Rt/L1.1, .2, .3, .5 

 

Speaking and Listening 

SLlr/E3.1–6  

SLlr/L1.1–6 

SLc/E3.1–4  

SLc/L1.1–4 

SLd/E3.1–3  

SLd/L1.1–3 


